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Part 2: The Kurt C. and Fletcher Potanin Consultation Transcript

Paddi�s Systems Applied � Part 2
The second of a two-part Consultation Transcript between Fletcher Potanin and Kurt C.,
proprietor of a mail order Health and Safety Equipment business in the United States.

In Part 1 of this Consultation Transcript, Fletcher
and Kurt discussed the principles that are the foun-
dation of a good referral system: which of your cus-
tomers you should ask to refer people to you (and
why NOT to ask everybody), how to introduce the
idea of referrals early in your relationship with cus-
tomers, when to ask for the referral � critical timing �
and how to make an exceptional experience so your
customers have exciting stories to tell. Fletcher and
Kurt also established the first 3 Rules of a successful
Referral System...
Rule 1: Know the customer you are trying to reach.
Rule 2. Know the value you add in customer�s terms.
Rule 3: Create an unusually positive experience.

An Interesting and Exciting Story
F: When you are asking for referrals, your customers

need to be able to tell an interesting and exciting
story to their friends so that their friends are actu-
ally going to be interested in calling you.  And if
you�re just the average business, you do things in
the normal way, what reason would they have for
calling you?  Does that make sense?

K: Absolutely � great stuff!

F: So, part of that is the relationship you�re devel-
oping between your Consultants and your clients.
But a big part of that is what you can do to make
the transaction exciting and enjoyable.  And
there�s a lot to that.

In many businesses that I know � and probably
in your case, too � the products go to the business
but the person who ordered them is not necessar-
ily  the person to open them.  Is that correct?

K: Correct.

F: So then if they aren�t the person opening the
package in the first place, you should be asking
yourself, �How can I send something then to the
person who ordered that will make their experi-
ence exceptional?�

And that may be anything from including an
extra something in the package with their name on
it, to a little gift in the big box that you sent, or to

doing something really outrageous with the big
box to attract their attention.

You can even send them a separate package by
normal post if it�s just a letter or a box of jelly-
beans or whatever you feel is most appropriate for
your business.  Paying particular attention to the
person who made the decision is the critical fac-
tor.

K: Yea!

F: So are you with me on where we are so far?

K: Absolutely, fantastic, yea!

In this consultation transcript, Fletcher Potanin,
publisher of Solutions Press is helping a gentle-
man, Kurt C., to apply Paddi�s referral concept,
system and ideas to his rather conventional busi-
ness.

Kurt runs a mail order safety products com-
pany, and he first heard of Paddi through Jay
Abraham and Mike Basch at an Abraham Sum-
mit. In Kurt�s own words,

Over the las t 18 years  we have seen our-
selves  as  following this  mission: To provide
products  that enhance the well-being, health
and safety of people at work, at home or at
play, around the world and around the clock.

We supply products  that protec t people
who are food handlers  and food processors ,
like disposable gloves , hair nets  and aprons ,
etc . Those same products  are sometimes
used in other manufacturing settings  like in
laboratories  for people doing research.

In addition, we have a complete line of
firs t aid products  and our full line of safety
products  which include hair protection and
safety spec tacles , respirators , hard hats ,
foot protection and s ignage, s igns  and labels
and just about anything else you can think
of in that arena.

Kurt�s business is definitely more mainstream that
Paddi�s dentistry. This consultation is about Re-
ferral Systems primarily, and yet you�ll read how
easily and sensibly Paddi�s systems � each in its
turn � fit right into Kurt�s concept of what is pos-
sible and desirable in his business...
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Rule 4:  Making it easy to refer
F: Ok, so you�ve defined your customer. You�re able

to now articulate the value that you�ve added to
your service. You�re making an exceptional expe-
rience for them � something that will give them
reason to rave about you.  And now the next thing
you do is focus on making it easy and in your cli-
ent�s self-interest to tell others about your busi-
ness.

Now, this is a fascinating area. In making it
easy for your customers to talk about you, there
are a couple of things that we�ve already touched
on.  First of all, remember when we were defining
the customer and defining the value that you can
add to the relationships between your consultants
and your customers? I asked you to consider those
definitions in your customers� terms.  In words
that you could say to your customers so that your
customers would have words and information that
they could then use to tell other people.

So we�ve already gone a little bit towards that.
In that you have the words and understand the
relationship and the value that you can add on
your customer�s behalf. Now you need to provide
your Consultants with the tools that will make it
very easy for them to describe your business to
their customers.

Why Should a Client Refer?
Your consultants need to be able to couch your
services in terms that are benefit oriented to your
customer or the referred person, but they also
need to convey a good reason why it�s of benefit
to your customers to actually refer their friends.

For your referral system to work successfully in
perpetuity, your current customers need to receive
some Benefit from referring others.

Now the ultimate reward is the gratitude of
your friends. I can suggest that when you provide
an exceptional experience, most of your A class
customers are going to want to tell others about
you.

Customers are going to feel good when the
people they refer do business with you and then
those customers go out of their way to thank the
referring customer afterwards.  Referred custom-
ers that are so excited that they go back to the
person that told them about your business and
they thank them for the astute recommendation.

That�s really the ideal situation.  That a referred
customer is so excited, enjoys dealing with your
business so much that they go back to the person

who referred them and say, �How wonderful you
are! Thank you for referring me to this business.�

The Ultimate Accolade
And that is the ultimate accolade, the ultimate re-
ward for referring someone to a business � the
thanks and gratitude of the person that you�ve re-
ferred.

So from here, when creating your referral sys-
tem, everything you do revolves around that
whole process.  Everything you do revolves
around making it so that the person who did refer
feels that they did the right thing, that they en-
joyed the process and they received the accolade
and thanks.  That�s critical.

K: Great!  Hum, I guess I�ve got two questions.
One is do you offer them a reward? Like in the
past we actually put a price tag on it and said
that we would pay $25 for anybody that
turned out to be a referred customer.

F: Ok.

K: This is the other catalogue so it was kind of
an impersonal process.  I�m not sure it was
too terribly effective. I know we got some re-
ferrals but it wasn�t substantial.

F: I would be surprised if it worked well at all.  In my
experience Kurt, in all the businesses that I�ve
ever worked with that have a successful referral
system, none of them ever offered monetary re-
ward for referrals to the business.

People don�t like being bribed. Some people
do, but I�d wager that those aren�t the sort of
people who are going to be your ideal clients.
And most people don�t even like the concept of
referrals for that reason.

K: So what do you give these people for refer-
ring?

Your Heartfelt Thanks
F: I don�t mean to be simplistic, but your heartfelt

thanks! Remember, the thing that is going to be
the biggest reward for them is the accolade and
the thanks of their friends.  The thing that you
could do for them is the same thing.  To actually
say,

�Kurt, the person you referred, Paddi Lund
from Patrick Lund Dental Happiness actually did
business with us the other day. He called and we
were able to talk about some important health and
safety issues in his business. We had a great con-
versation, and we think we�ve worked out some
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wonderful health and safety solutions, not to
mention saving him a lot of money.

I just wanted to say thank you for introducing
Paddi to us because I know, Kurt, I know Paddi is
going to be much better off for it. We�ve explored
or uncovered some really great things. So thank
you very much for referring him. I know he�s go-
ing to benefit greatly.�

K: That�d be great!

F: Its simple and very effective. That�s the sort of
thing your consultants need to convey to A class
customers who refer.  You can put it into a note if
you want to, but a phone call would be wonderful.
A phone call to thank people for referring is very
easy. It�s relatively quick and inexpensive.  And if
you�re developing a long-term relationship be-
tween consultants and clients, then using both is
probably the best way to deliver the message.

Thank-you Cards
A nice thank you card will do wonders, too. And
by that I don�t mean an impersonal �with comps�
slip on your normal stationery. Go buy a few
thousand cards that you can set aside for special
occasions so that when you need to thank some-
body for something, you can do it in an easy, sys-
tematised effective way.

Maybe for when customers do something nice
for you. Maybe they�ve put you on to a new prod-
uct you didn�t know about, and particularly,
maybe they referred some good A class customers
to your business. Write them a thank-you note!

My mother brought me up in a way that when
somebody does something nice for you in your
personal life, naturally � well you�d just write
them a thank-you note, wouldn�t you? That�s what
we normally do, and we really enjoy getting thank-
you notes from other people, too.  Especially
when they�re heartfelt and they�re meaningful.
And so your customers are no different.

K: That�s good stuff! So you wouldn�t offer them
like a rebate or a discount on their next order
if they referred someone? You would just do it
with a thank-you card or phone call and
maybe a small memento � something that the
company sells or a free pair of sunglasses or
something like that?

Story of a Successful System
F: Yes, well you could do that.  In my experience, the

businesses that have given something away that
have been most successful have been �

I can think of one business in particular that
created a successful referral system by giving
something away, and in fact they took the idea
from Paddi and really ran with it in a different
way. This is just a great example.

This business is a dental practice in Denver,
Colorado.  This business started with Paddi�s lead,
they simply started asking customers to refer their
friends.

Then following Paddi�s lead again, when a new
customer was referred they gave flowers to the re-
ferring people. Now because they knew where the
person was, their address and all that, and because
their clients were all in the local area, they actually
had the flowers delivered to the referring clients�
homes.

Well, once they started giving flowers � and
you know a lot of people don�t get flowers often,
so they just love to receive them � flowers are
just the most delightful gift � when they received
those flowers, people started referring more and
more new customers. And so this business got to
a point where they were sending out so many
flowers they decided to save a little money and
deliver the flowers themselves.

So they hired a junior to drive around after
school one day a week and deliver all of those
flowers.  Well, pretty soon he got really busy.
They were getting so many new referrals they
couldn�t keep up with the deliveries! So they
started sending this kid out full time � just deliv-
ering flowers!

A Bright Idea!
This kid was a creative type, and so one day he
had a pretty bright idea.  Now this business had a
lot of children patients. A lot of children came to
the practice so it was a really child-like environ-
ment � a lot of fun happy things going on.

Well this bright creative high-school student
decided to paint his delivery van in a western
theme. He then dressed himself up in a cowboy
hat, chaps, boots, the whole nine yards.  He even
had six shooters on his side! And he began deliv-
ering flowers in his cowboy outfit and van.  And
in big western letters, he painted on the side of his
van the words, �Hop-a-long Cavity�!

K: (Chuckles) That�s great!

Hop-a-Long Cavity
F: Tell me about it! And so Hop-a-long Cavity would

come delivering these flowers day after day, and
he just did that on a whim � you know, to have
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fun with it. Well it got to a point where all these
kids were coming into the practice asking,
�Where�s Hop-a-long? Where�s Hop-a-long Cav-
ity? We want to see Hop-a-long Cavity!

So it was just a huge success. And there was
such a wave of momentum that the whole busi-
ness started dressing in western cowboy and cow-
girl outfits. And because their focus was children
mostly, it just worked beautifully.  So it was kind
of like a western theme at the OK corral for the
kids.

K: Wow!

A Simple Bunch of Flowers
F: Anyway that�s the way it worked for one business.

The referral system and the way they adapted it to
their culture just carried them to an entirely differ-
ent level.  And now they get all the referrals they
can handle.  But they didn�t bribe anybody!  All
they did was to thank people with a bunch of
flowers.

I think it comes down to this, Kurt. If you of-
fer people financial reward, or products for refer-
ring, they don�t tend to enjoy the process.  But if
you do things as you would normally when some-
one does something really nice for you in your
personal life, then people tend to respond well.

In your personal life when someone is really
kind to you, well you might give them a little box
of sweets, or a bunch of flowers, or write them a
nice note, or take them out for dinner somewhere.
Depending on your relationship, those are the
sorts of things that a caring individual would do.
And those are the things you should look for in
rewarding customers for the referral.

K: Great idea!

Rule 5:  Recognise the referring person
F: And that leads us to the next point of recognising

the referring person in an unusual way. An un-
usual way is something that is different to what
people would normally expect but is really per-
sonal and friendly.

Now I�m not going to tell you what�s right or
what�s wrong for your business, but I can tell you
in my experience that more personal things have
worked exceptionally well.  And that�s the thank-
you notes, the calls to say thank-you, a bunch of
flowers or a small treat or some other personal lit-
tle gift. Because that�s what we would normally do
in our personal lives.

In your business you may find that an extra few
things in someone�s next order may make all the
difference.  In other words if someone who has
just referred another calls to order more products
from you, you might thank them on the telephone
for referring their friend and make a point of
sending a card letting them know how kind and
gracious it was of them.

But then you also might add an extra box of
gloves to their order as just one little way of saying
thank-you very much for referring somebody.

K: Cool!

A System that Fits with Your Culture
F: You may find that system works very well. In my

experience, however something outside of the
core of your business will be far more effective,
far more impactful. Because it shows you have
gone to some trouble to say thanks.  But you must
find a system that works for you and that fits with
the culture of your business.

Whatever you do, don�t ever promise that
you�re going to send something as a gift! And
never promise a thank-you note on the phone.
Just let it show up to be a delightful unexpected
surprise. Always under-promise and over-deliver.
That way you aren�t creating expectations, you�re
exceeding expectations.

K: Great! Fantastic, and how often can you ask
for those referrals?

How Often Can You Ask?
F: Interesting question.  I can�t say in your business.

You�ll have to test to see what works. In the busi-
nesses that I�ve seen so far, people are most im-
pressed usually at the conclusion of their first
pleasurable transaction.  When you�ve created an
experience for your best customers that is just �
well it�s nothing short of exceptional!

When people are so excited and so impressed
with the difference in dealing with your business
than with others � that�s the time to ask for the
referral.  That�s the time when they�re most ex-
cited.

Now in your business though, it sounds like
the average client deals with you quite often, quite
frequently and quite regularly.  And so it may be a
good idea for you to ask more than once.  Cer-
tainly, you need to ask after their very first trans-
action.

If I were you, I would make a point to call
every A class customer to check that their ship-
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ment has arrived safely and to their satisfaction.
Because that would be the perfect time for your
consultant to ask that question, �Would you
please refer people who are like yourself and
would be good clients and refer them to me spe-
cifically?�

So ask when the package has arrived and
they�re most impressed. When they�ve at least had
a chance to open the package, or if it�s dispatched
to a different department, they have received that
little something that you sent them in lieu.

K: So after someone has referred you really
could ask them again in the thank-you call.
�Thanks for referring Paddi. I just wanted to
let you know he was absolutely delighted and
we really enjoyed doing business with him. I
know we�re going to save him a lot of money.
By the way, is there anybody else that comes
to mind?�

Can you overdo it?

The �Friends and Family� Routine
F: Yes, of course you can, but common sense will

tell you when you have. Test different approaches
and let your customers decide with their referrals.
One thing I would suggest that you don�t do is �
I�m not quite sure how you�ve done things in the
past, but there are some businesses that ask their
customers to write down the names and addresses
and phone numbers of three people who might be
interested in their services. Then that business
writes those three people or cold calls them out of
the blue.

K: Yea...

F: Consumers in my experience don�t like that kind
of referral system. And that process has given
many people in the marketplace a bad perception
of referrals.

K: Ok. We�ve done that before.

F: And has it worked for you?

K: Hmm, it has but not in a huge volume and
very spotty.

F: In our experience people don�t feel good about
giving out personal information of their friends. It
sort of reaps of � what is it MCI did in the
United States in the early 1990�s? Their �Friends
and Family� marketing programme? �Sign up with
MCI and tell us the details of the people you call
the most and we�ll give you a 15% additional dis-
count on those calls.� A lot of people didn�t like
that. What they were really saying was, �Tell us

who are the 8 or 10 closest people in your life and
then we�ll cold call and harass them to join MCI.�

Nobody likes receiving cold calls and being
sold to. That may not have been MCI�s original
intention, but that certainly was the perception.
And that perception of the process of referrals has
been heightened in public awareness in the last
decade as it�s become more commonplace.

K: Yea.

Be Careful with the Words You Use
F: And so, we�ve shied away from that completely.

When you�re asking for the referrals, I would
never actually ask, �Do you have anybody else in
mind who might like what we do?� Because that�s
asking the question �give me a name�.

So be very careful in the words that you use
that people don�t feel obligated to give you a name
and a number straight away.  Because that�s not
what you want.

Now, this comes down to something that we
haven�t touched on: making it easy to refer others.
You notice in the back of Paddi Lund�s book,
�Building the Happiness-Centred Business�, that
there are referral cards?  And in those cards it ex-
plains how to buy the book, where to find it and a
little bit about the book itself?

In most successful referral systems that we�ve
seen, and particularly in Paddi�s, a critical element
� the key to the system�s success � lies in the de-
vice that you give to your clients, the tools that
your clients then give to their friends while ex-
plaining your story.

Paddi�s �Invitation� System
Paddi goes to great lengths to make it easy and
enjoyable for his clients to refer, rather �invite�
their friends. It�s rather an exclusive privilege,
really. First, he doesn�t ask everybody to invite
their friends, and clients are told that before they
come to the practice in the Bargain.

Next Paddi buys a gold card referral cardholder
and has his client�s name engraved on the front.
Then Paddi places a few gold foiled Invitation
Cards in the holder, each printed in a fine copper-
plate script with the customer�s and their Care
Nurse�s name on it.

The Care Nurse gives this holder and cards in a
black velvet pouch to her client at just the right
moment � when the first round of dentistry is
successfully completed and the client is most
happy.
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And with the cardholder comes an Extra In-
formation Sheet for their �Welcome Book� titled,
�Inviting Your Friends to See Us� which explains
why, and in customer�s terms, it is to their benefit
to invite their friends to the practice.

And the results are astounding. Clients love the
process.  And it happens the same way every time,
without fail! The key to that system is the way
Paddi presents his referral tools.  They make all
the difference.

A Good Referral Tool Makes It Easy
Because good referral tools make it easy. Easy to
refer because your client has something to give
their friend and easy for the new person because
they have contact information and learn a little
about you. It makes it easy to find you.

K: Could it be something like a postcard with, �If
you know of a friend who would enjoy our
catalogue or more information, please give us
their name and address and send it back to
us.�

F: Or how about you write the postcard as if it were
from your client to their friend, make it postage
paid, and then ask your client to fill in the blanks!
Write a little note to say, �You got to call this
company because they did a great deal for me on
such and such and their service for such and such
was just outstanding.  And they were really helpful
to me in this area.� And instruct your clients to
post it for free to their friends or contacts in other
companies.

K: Great!

F: So, in other words, if you�re writing a postcard,
don�t ask your clients to write names and ad-
dresses and send them to you.

K: Oh?

F: Ask them to send the card specifically to their
friend and make sure the card says something
about you.  Because again, people don�t like to
give names and numbers.

K: Yup.

F: So I�d try and avoid that if I were you. A) Because
it doesn�t really work but B) because it�ll put a
weird feeling in your customers� minds.

K: Oh.

A Personal Recommendation
F: If they�re writing directly to their friend then it�s

simply a personal recommendation that you�ve

helped a little to create.  If it�s simply, �This place
is great! You got to call this number to get your
stuff��, well then that�s a bit different.

K: Ok, I see.

F: There�s really nothing better, more powerful than
looking a friend in the eye and making a personal
referral. You can ask your clients to do it over the
telephone, or even by mail is ok. But understand,
there�s nothing like the power of doing it face-to-
face, like over a cup of coffee or tea.

So tailor your system so that your clients do it
that way if you can. Particularly with your A class
customers. You might want to copy some of
Paddi�s system in that regard. Make a little card for
your clients to present which describes how to
find you and what you do.

A Referral �Postcard�
By the way, what we just described � the postcard
idea � may actually be a brilliant referral process
for the rest of your customers if you include it in
every package that you send out.

K: Sure!

F: That card may go in everything you do, but for
your clients who are your best customers � the
customers of your Health & Safety Consultants �
you may want to create a system that�s at a level
just a set above the postcards.

You may actually want to � at just the right
time when you have completed your first pleasur-
able transaction � ask your consultants to send
specific business card sized referral cards that say,
�My name is Kurt C. I�m a Health & Safety Con-
sultant with American Health and Safety�

K: And my special reason for calling you today is
that Bill suggested I give you a call�

Sample Card Text
F: Well actually, no. No, here�s where I was coming

from.  You might make a card that says something
like,

�Hello my name is Kurt C. I�m a Health &
Safety Consultant with American Health and
Safety. The person giving you this card is one of
our best customers, and we have a rather special
relationship.

If he�s giving you this card, it means you may
be the type of person that he feels would enjoy
the very in-depth, close and personal relationship
that we have discussing ideas to help alleviate
health and safety concerns in business.
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Please feel free to call me upon the recom-
mendation of the person giving you the card to
discuss those same i ssues in your business.�

In other words, the card positions your con-
sultants well in this new person�s eyes � not as a
�sales rep� but as an advisor with valuable infor-
mation to share.

So you may have a little card saying just that
because it then defines the relationship you want
to have with your best customers.  And you do it
on the front end so that clients expect that and are
attracted to it. You don�t have to �sell� it when
they come on board.

Give Clients a Vocabulary
Not only the card, you need to give your custom-
ers the words to use when describing your busi-
ness and your consultants.  Now we�ve already
discussed that in terms of defining your ideal
customer and the value you add to your products
and services, but you have to give your customers
the words to use.

You need to actually give them the piece of
paper, or instructions, that explains why your
Consultants take people only by referral.  Some-
thing that also explains the value of the relation-
ship and what�s in it for the customers. Basically,
how it all works.

So there are tools that you will need to create
in terms of education and information for clients.
Now, I think you said that each of your Consult-
ants can handle about 250 clients total.

K: Correct.

F: So then the more you can develop that relation-
ship and build it up, the more exclusive it will be-
come. That means, if there is only room for 250
people total, and they are all ideal customers, and
your consultants are all very busy with these cus-
tomers, they just can�t take any more on. That
then becomes a rather exclusive relationship your
consultants have with their businesses, and you
can use that to your advantage.

Cycle of Life
Jay Abraham has a concept that he calls the �Cycle
of Life�. It describes the time period when a cus-
tomer is pre-disposed to want the products or
services you can offer. Well, let�s say that the cycle
of life of one of your ideal customers is coming to
a close. Your consultants will probably realise that
because the frequency of purchases is dropping
off, or the individual may be moving positions or

their company is headed in a particular direction.
Or in fact, the consultant may have exhausted all
of the areas in which they can explore health and
safety issues, and it may be to the customers ad-
vantage not to have that same relationship with
the consultant anymore.

Anyway, that customer�s life with you as an A
Class client may be coming to a close. At that
point the Consultant probably knows that this
customer is going to drop off his A Class list. And
that means with a little experience, he can proba-
bly guess when he�s going to need an extra 2 or 3
more clients, right?

K: Yup.

F: In which case, he may be able to talk to one of his
new customers who is very happy with what he is
doing and say something like, �I actually have one
space coming up next week for a new customer. I
don�t ask everybody, but I thought you might like
to invite a friend of yours to be a customer in
consultation with me as you are.�

K: Fantastic!

F: And in the ideal situation, the Consultants may be
so exclusive that you don�t ask too many people.
But you ask, �You�re the best person I could think
of because we�re doing great things for you. I deal
with a number of clients and I�m very busy, but I
have one space coming up next week. I thought
you might have a friend who would be interested
in having the same relationship that we do?�

K: Great idea!

F: And when they say yes, you might then send them
a little referral kit like Paddi�s. This little kit might
contain a one or two page letter describing the
benefits of your service and of the consultation
process, what your client should say to their
friends, as well as a few little cards that they can
give to their friends that will help them to contact
you and understand what you do.

K: Awesome!

High-end vs Mainstream
F: So that might be an idea. Now that�s a very high-

end referral system.  It is a referral system that re-
quires a lot of hands-on contact.  It�ll probably
cost you a lot to do and yet if it works well � and I
suspect that it will � it�s going to be an exception-
ally profitable system for you.

K: Sounds outstanding!
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F: And yet the other referral system that you talked
about � that postcard � may be the perfect lever-
aged referral system for your mainstream B Class
customers who aren�t quite high-end yet, but are
still profitable and a good part of your business.

It doesn�t require as much personal contact. It
certainly won�t be nearly as effective, and yet it
may be worthwhile to do.  Particularly if you call
every one of your customers, when they order
from you the first time to make sure everything
was ok with their order.

You personally wouldn�t make that call. Nei-
ther would your consultants. I suspect you�d
probably find somebody a little less skilled or
qualified to make that call just to make sure the
package arrived. But that is a great time to ask,
�Has everything arrived? Are you happy with it?
Wonderful! There�s a postcard in the box. I was
wondering, if you are happy, would you please tell
others who you think would enjoy what we do as
well?�

Asking for the Referral
So, physically asking for the referral is an impor-
tant step. It�s intimidating to some, but with a
good position, effective pre-education, and the
right scripts and tools, it�s easy. Most people,
when asked at the right time, will be happy to
oblige you, especially when you have developed a
good relationship and a strong bond of trust be-
tween your consultants and customers. It�s so
much easier to refer a friend to a person than to a
business! And it�s so much easier to share good
stories about people you like than those you don�t.

Perhaps now you�re beginning to see, as well,
how closely many of Paddi�s systems fit together.
You can�t have an effective referral system unless
you have built a good relationship first, unless you
give customers exciting stories to tell, unless you
help customers to enjoy their experience with you,
and unless you educate your customers about the
fact that referrals are an important part of your
business. A good referral system can fit in per-
fectly with your regular marketing. And the great
thing is, once you�ve created the system, it will
keep working tirelessly for you � your customers
will be out there telling others about you as long
as you keep asking them and consistently deliver a
good service. Now that�s what I call leverage!

K: Fantastic!  All right! Well listen, I want to
thank-you for these great ideas and your time
Fletcher, this has been very helpful. This has
been fantastic!

F: Well, I�m glad, Kurt. It�s been wonderful talking
with you, and it�s fun to be able to share the ideas.
I hope I�ve given you some concepts that are of
use and are of value.

K: You have. I appreciate it, too. Thanks again!

END: 12:20 pm, 6 June, 1998
Capalaba, Queensland, Australia
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